The Cost of ADMISSION: Higher Education in Kansas.
After years of declining state investment in higher education due to failed tax policy, Kansas college students incur higher debt and reduced economic prospects.

In the past, college was the ticket to a bright future. Each year of education after high school increases earning potential and opens the door to more stable, rewarding careers. Furthermore, education beyond high school increases opportunity and cultivates a skilled workforce vital to a thriving Kansas economy, making the state more attractive to businesses and families.

Today, higher education is in trouble in Kansas:

- State funding for regents universities is 17% less than it was in 2008, and students now pay more in tuition than what the state provides.¹
- Kansas’ community college system – the higher education gateway for many young people – now relies more heavily on students to cover costs than it does the state.²
- Kansas students now leave school with an average of $25,500 in debt – up from $16,200 in 2004 – which limits their spending power and delays larger purchases, like homes and cars, until later in life.³
- Higher education in Kansas is a repeated target of budget cuts aimed at filling the fiscal hole caused by failed tax policy.⁴

Higher Education Boosts Kansas’ Economy
Both individual Kansans and the state’s economy as a whole benefit from sound investment in education. A robust higher education system provides an incentive for employers to locate and invest in Kansas communities, and states with well-educated workforces report higher median wages.⁵ A person with a bachelor’s degree earns almost $20,000 more a year than with a high school diploma alone and with an associate’s degree earns about $10,000 more.⁶ This added spending power helps drive economic growth in Kansas.

The Kansas economy requires an educated workforce. By 2020, 65% of all jobs will need at least some post-secondary education. Additionally, 35% of all jobs will need a bachelor’s degree or more.⁷ In response to the increased demand for a well-educated workforce, the Kansas Board of Regents now aims for 60% of Kansas adults to obtain certification, an associate’s degree, or a bachelor’s degree by 2020. In 2014, only 52.7% of Kansas adults held certification or more.⁸

“Both individual Kansans and the state’s economy as a whole benefit from sound investment in education.”

Jobs requiring an advanced degree will be the fastest growing sector of the employment market, with the second fastest growing group requiring an associate’s degree.⁹ Maintaining and developing Kansas’ middle class will go hand in hand with post-secondary education. The significant reduction in Kansas’ investment in higher education, however, will make it harder to attain these goals.

It’s Harder to Pay for College in Kansas
The community college system plays a key role in improving Kansans’ economic outlook through advanced education. Community colleges provide students with affordable educational opportunities. Jobs previously only requiring a high school diploma...
now demand an associate’s degree, vocational training, specialized technical training, or certification. Community colleges put higher education within reach for a wider range of Kansans, including low-income and non-traditional students. They also offer an avenue to a more affordable bachelor’s degree. During economic downturns, community colleges provide workers with critical opportunities to learn the skills needed to change or improve their careers.¹⁰

Kansas community college students, however, provide far more revenue to the institutions when compared to state support. In the past ten years, the percentage of revenue collected by community colleges from students increased, while the state’s share declined. Adjusted for inflation, the state contributed $8 million more than students in 2004, but students now provide $6.5 million more to community colleges than the state. Enrollment growth partially drives this revenue imbalance, but increases in revenues from students outstrip those from the state. Over a ten-year period, student-based revenue increased by 54% while the state’s investment only increased by 36%. This makes it increasingly difficult for many Kansans – especially low-income students – to access the state’s high-quality higher education system.

Each legislative session since 2012 and 2013, unsustainable state tax policy began draining Kansas of the revenue needed for important public investments like higher education. The implications hurt Kansas’ higher education system and economy. For Kansas State University (KSU), 2016 cuts amounted to a 1.5% cut for all university departments.¹² Both the University of Kansas (KU) and KSU noted the communities where these institutions operate have grown both economically and in population. These cuts threaten that progress at a time when many other parts of the state struggle to grow.¹³ Even the Kansas Board of Regents – the governing body of Kansas’ regents institutions – said “[r]educing state funding to our state universities transfers the cost of education to students and their families.”¹⁴

Kansas’ six state universities (also known as the “regents” universities ¹¹) face an even worse scenario than community colleges. Simply put, Kansas requires students to pay a greater share of higher education costs than ever before. In the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2008, an important and historic change in the college-funding equation occurred. Tuition began to account for a greater share of regents’ revenue than state funding. That year, universities obtained over $26 million more from tuition than from state funds. That gap has now expanded tenfold to $263 million in 2015. State funding has fallen 17% since 2008, while the cost to students continues to rise.
To make matters worse for students and their parents, the state’s decreasing investment in higher education coincides with declining household incomes in Kansas. In 2015, the median income in Kansas fell over $2,100 lower than its peak 2003 levels. A recent report from the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities shows tuition growth per student outpaced the income growth of even the top 1% of families nationwide. When Kansans can least afford it, the legislature shifted the cost of higher education onto students.

As the Cost of Higher Education has Shifted to Students, Kansans are Less Able to Afford it

It is no surprise, then, that students struggle with growing debt. As tuition increases and state investment decreases, students pay more out of pocket. In 2014, 65% of all students in Kansas graduated with debt averaging over $25,500. This increased significantly since 2004, when average student debt fell at $16,200 and only 57% of students left college with debt. Amassing such a high level of debt poses serious risks to graduates’ well-being and economic security. Students leaving school with debt tend to delay major purchases, like a house or car. Also, Kansans saddled with student loan debt are less likely than debt-free Kansans to start a small business and are more likely to end up working at a low-wage job.

More Kansas College Graduates have Student Loan Debt than 10 years ago...

...and Owe More on Average

Kansas’ Higher Education System Suffers Due to Failed Tax Policy

Since policymakers implemented unprecedented changes to state tax policy in 2012 and 2013, Kansas colleges face repeated cuts in state funding due to plummeting state revenue. In 2015, Gov. Sam Brownback cut higher education funding by $16 million. Then, early in 2016, he eliminated another $17 million allocated to the regents universities. Because these cuts came toward the end of the fiscal year, it created particularly difficult challenges for colleges to make adjustments. Governor Brownback then announced another round of higher education cuts – about $30.6 million – in May 2016 for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2016. In total, the Governor cut $63 million from higher education over just two years, including almost $5.5 million in cuts to two-year institutions and community colleges. An $875,000 cut to scholarships created even more strain for students.

Furthermore, policymakers removed a cap on tuition increases. This signals an even greater reliance on tuition in the future and increases the likelihood that students’ cost will continue to grow. In June 2016, the Kansas Board of Regents approved requests from all six regents universities to increase tuition between 4.9% and 6%.23
The Future of Higher Education in Kansas Depends on Commonsense Tax Reform

Kansans cannot thrive in a 21st-century global economy without affordable, post-secondary education, but families also cannot keep pace with these skyrocketing costs. In order to ease this burden, expand access to higher education, and grow the Kansas economy, the state must re-invest in Kansas colleges and universities. Unfortunately, until policymakers stabilize the state revenue stream with commonsense tax reforms, a growing number of Kansans will find themselves out-priced of a college education – and all the economic opportunities that come with it.
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